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Abstract
Let K be an algebraically closed field, and let V ⊂ Pn+1K be a projective monomial variety of
codimension two with n ≥ 2, i.e., a projective toric variety of codimension two whose homogeneous
coordinate ring is a simplicial semigroup ring. We give an explicit formula for the Castelnuovo–Mumford
regularity of V , reg(V), in terms of the reduced Gro¨bner basis of I (V) with respect to the reverse
lexicographic order. As a consequence, we show that reg (V) ≤ degV − 1, where degV is the degree
of V , and characterize when equality holds.
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0. Introduction
Let K be an algebraically closed field and R = K [z, y, x1, . . . , xn] the polynomial ring
in the variables z, y, x1, . . . , xn over K . For n ≥ 2, let a > 0 be an integer, and let
b = (b1, . . . , bn), c = (c1, . . . , cn) be two vectors in Nn such that b 6= c, ∑nj=1 b j =
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j=1 c j = a, and (b j , c j ) 6= (0, 0) with b j , c j < a for all j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Consider the
projective variety V ⊂ Pn+1K of codimension two parametrically defined by
z = ub11 · · · ubnn , y = uc11 · · · ucnn , x1 = ua1, . . . . . . , xn = uan .
V belongs to a special class of projective toric varieties, namely, the class of projective monomial
varieties that include the classical projective monomial curves. They are characterized as those
projective toric varieties whose homogeneous coordinate rings are simplicial toric rings, i.e.
semigroup rings of homogeneous simplicial affine semigroups.
The Castelnuovo–Mumford regularity, or simply regularity, of V is the Castelnuovo–
Mumford regularity of its defining ideal, the toric ideal I (V) ⊂ R. By definition, this is the
least integer m such that, if 0 → Fp → · · · → F0 → I (V) → 0 is a minimal graded free
resolution of I (V) with Fi = ⊕ j R(−di j ), then di j + i ≤ m for all i and j . We will write
reg (V) for this number.
Minimal graded free resolutions of codimension two toric ideals have been completely
described using combinatorial methods in (Peeva and Sturmfels, 1998) where a larger class of
ideals is studied, namely, the class of lattice ideals of codimension two. From this description,
Peeva and Sturmfels deduce the following results for a projective toric variety V ⊂ Pn+1K of
codimension two:
• depth R/I (V) = n − 1 provided V is not arithmetically Cohen–Macaulay.
• reg (V) is attained at the last step in a minimal graded free resolution of I (V).
• If I (V) is not a complete intersection, reg (V) ≤ 2maxdeg I (V) − 2, where maxdeg I (V) is
the maximal degree of a minimal generator of I (V).
• reg (V) ≤ degV − 1.
This last inequality confirms the regularity conjecture in (Eisenbud and Goto, 1984) for projective
toric varieties of codimension two.
In this paper, we compute the Castelnuovo–Mumford regularity of a projective monomial
variety V of codimension two avoiding the construction of a minimal graded free resolution
of I (V). More precisely, we obtain an explicit formula for reg (V) in terms of a particular
set of minimal generators of I (V), namely, the reduced Gro¨bner basis of I (V) with respect
to the reverse lexicographic order (Theorem 2.5 when V is arithmetically Cohen–Macaulay,
Theorem 2.8 otherwise). From this formula, we recover the above results of Peeva and
Sturmfels (1998) for a projective monomial variety of codimension two (see Theorem 2.3 (1),
Corollary 2.13, Proposition 3.1 and Theorem 3.5 respectively). Finally, we classify all projective
monomial varieties of codimension two for which reg (V) = degV − 1 (Theorem 3.6).
In order to obtain the explicit formula for reg (V), we follow the strategy introduced in (Bayer
and Stillman, 1987), later revisited in (Bermejo and Gimenez, 2005). These works deal with
the computation of the regularity of an arbitrary homogeneous ideal I in a polynomial ring
over a field K avoiding the construction of a minimal graded free resolution of I . The common
strategy consists of reducing the computation of reg (I ) to the computation of the regularity of a
monomial ideal associated to I with nice combinatorial properties that make the computation of
its Castelnuovo–Mumford regularity easy. Bayer and Stillman (1987) associate to I the reverse
lexicographic generic initial ideal of I , gin(I ). When the characteristic of K is zero, gin(I ) is
a strongly stable ideal, hence its regularity coincides with the maximal degree of its minimal
generators. Bermejo and Gimenez (2005) associate to I a monomial ideal of nested type, N (I ),
making no assumption about the characteristic of the field K . Monomial ideals of nested type
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include strongly stable ideals. Their Castelnuovo–Mumford regularity is the maximum of the
regularities of their irreducible components, and hence can easily be computed. The ideals gin(I )
and N (I ) are the initial ideals with respect to the reverse lexicographic order of the image of
I under homogeneous linear transformations that are sufficiently generic in certain families
of sparse matrices. It is worthwhile to point out here that the sparse matrices involved in the
construction of N (I ) have fewer nonzero entries than the ones involved in the construction of
gin(I ). This allows you to compute deterministically the ideal N (I ) in some cases whereas it is
very difficult to construct the ideal gin(I ) in general. In this paper, we provide an interesting class
of examples for which N (I ) can be constructed and manipulated to give results on regularity.
More precisely, we associate with our projective monomial variety of codimension two,
V ⊂ Pn+1K , a monomial ideal of nested type whose regularity coincides with reg (V) (see
Theorem 2.3 (2)). This ideal, denoted by N (V), lives in a polynomial ring in only three
variables over K , say K [z, y, x], and it is determined without performing any homogeneous
linear transformation. Indeed, N (V) is obtained by substituting x for all the variables x1, . . . , xn
in the minimal generators of the initial ideal of I (V) with respect to the reverse lexicographic
order, i.e., N (V) = in (I (V))|x1,...,xn=x ⊂ K [z, y, x].
In order to prove the previously mentioned equality reg (V) = reg (N (V)), we will use the
methods developed in Bermejo and Gimenez (2005) in conjunction with the construction of the
reduced Gro¨bner basis of I (V) with respect to the reverse lexicographic order given by Morales
(1995). This description of I (V) is also used later in the paper in order to get the irredundant
irreducible decomposition of N (V) (Proposition 2.7) from which we finally deduce our formula
for reg (V).
Note that this formula provides a very efficient algorithm for computing reg (V) from the
integers {b1, . . . , bn, c1, . . . , cn} because the construction of the reduced Gro¨bner basis of I (V)
by Morales (1995) only uses the Euclidean algorithm for the gcd of integers.
1. Describing the monomial ideal of nested type associated to an ideal
In this section, K is an arbitrary field, S = K [x0, . . . , xn] is the polynomial ring in the
variables x0, . . . , xn over K , and I is a homogeneous ideal in S. Set d := dim S/I and denote
by in (I ) the initial ideal of I with respect to the reverse lexicographic order with x0 > · · · > xn .
Monomial ideals of nested type are defined in Bermejo and Gimenez (2005) as the monomial
ideals in S whose associated primes are all of the form (x0, . . . , xi ) for various i . As stated in
the introduction, a monomial ideal of nested type N (I ) whose regularity coincides with reg (I )
is associated to I . The K -algebras S/I and S/N (I ) share other cohomological invariants, e.g.,
depth S/I = depth S/N (I ).
The main result of this section, Proposition 1.5, provides a list of conditions implying that
N (I ) is directly read from in (I ) and does not involve more than codim (I )+ 1 variables. More
precisely, under these conditions, N (I ) = in (I )|xn−d+2,...,xn=xn−d+1 . This is a key technical result.
The direct consequences gathered in Corollary 1.6 will be used in the proof of Theorem 2.3.
Note that if N (I ) = in (I )|xn−d+2,...,xn=xn−d+1 , then in (I )|xn−d+2,...,xn=xn−d+1 is of nested type
and hence, for all i ∈ {0, . . . , n − d} there exists ki ≥ 1 such that xkii ∈ in (I )|xn−d+2,...,xn=xn−d+1
by Bermejo and Gimenez (2005, Proposition 3.2.(4a)). This implies that K [xn−d+1, . . . , xn]
is a Noether normalization of S/I by (Bermejo and Gimenez, 2001, Lemma 4.1). Thus, if
K [xn−d+1, . . . , xn] is not a Noether normalization of S/I , there is no chance to reach the equality
N (I ) = in (I )|xn−d+2,...,xn=xn−d+1 .
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Assume that K [xn−d+1, . . . , xn] is a Noether normalization of S/I . Let us recall the definition
of the monomial ideal of nested type associated to I , N (I )1:
• When in (I ) is of nested type, N (I ) = in (I ) by Bermejo and Gimenez (2005, Definition 4.2).
This holds for example when S/I is Cohen–Macaulay by Bermejo and Gimenez (2001,
Proposition 2.1). As observed in Bermejo and Gimenez (2005) after Definition 4.2, in (I )
is also of nested type when d = 1 or when I is the defining ideal of a projective monomial
curve in PnK .• When in (I ) is not of nested type, consider the pure transcendental extension of K , K (t) =
K (t1, . . . , td(d−1)/2), and set S′ := K (t)[x0, . . . , xn]. Let Ψ(t) : S′ → S′ be the
K (t)[x0, . . . , xn−d+1]-isomorphism defined by
xn 7→ xn + t1xn−1 + t2xn−2 + · · · · · · + td−1xn−d+1
xn−1 7→ xn−1 + td xn−2 + · · · · · · + t2d−3xn−d+1
...
xn−d+2 7→ xn−d+2 + t d(d−1)
2
xn−d+1.
In this case, N (I ) = in (Ψ(t)(I.S′))∩ S by Bermejo and Gimenez (2005, Definition 4.7), i.e.
N (I ) is the monomial ideal in S generated by the normalized generators of the initial ideal of
Ψ(t)(I.S′) with respect to the reverse lexicographic order.
Notations 1.1. Given a monomial xα = xα00 · · · xαnn ∈ S, we denote by (xα)∗ the monomial
obtained by evaluating the variables x0, . . . , xn−d to 1 in xα , i.e., (xα)∗ = xαn−d+1n−d+1 · · · xαnn .
Denote by G the reduced Gro¨bner basis of I with respect to the reverse lexicographic order.
The following two lemmas will be useful in the proof of Proposition 1.5:
Lemma 1.2. If in (I ) is of nested type, the following two conditions are equivalent:
(1) The minimal generators of in (I ) do not involve any of the variables xn−d+2, . . . , xn .
(2) ∀ f, g ∈ G, either (in ( f ))∗ divides (in (g))∗, or (in (g))∗ divides (in ( f ))∗.
Proof. Let xα = xα00 · · · xαnn be a minimal generator of in (I ) and suppose that αi ≥ 1 for some
i ∈ {n − d + 2, . . . , n}. Then, xα/xαii ∈ in (I ) : (xi )∞ and since in (I ) : (xi )∞ ⊆ in (I ) :
(xn−d+1)∞ by Bermejo and Gimenez (2005, Proposition 3.2.(4b)), there exists β ≥ 0 such
that xβn−d+1 × xα/xαii ∈ in (I ). Thus, there exists a minimal generator of in (I ) that divides
xβn−d+1 × xα/xαii , say xγ = xγ00 · · · xγnn . One has that γi = 0 and γn−d+1 > αn−d+1 because xγ
does not divide xα . Since αi ≥ 1, neither (xα)∗ divides (xγ )∗ nor (xγ )∗ divides (xα)∗. The other
implication is trivial. 
Remark 1.3. When in (I ) is of nested type, one has by Bermejo and Gimenez (2005, Theorem
1.1.(1)) that conditions (1) and (2) in the previous lemma are equivalent to:
(3) depth S/I is equal to either d or d − 1.
Lemma 1.4. Suppose that in (I ) is not of nested type and that the following two conditions hold:
(1) ∀ f ∈ G, in (Ψ(t)( f )) = in (Ψ(t)(in ( f ))).
1 When K [xn−d+1, . . . , xn ] is not a Noether normalization of S/I , N (I ) is defined in a different way; see Bermejo
and Gimenez (2005, Definition 4.12).
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(2) {Ψ(t)( f ); f ∈ G} is a Gro¨bner basis of Ψ(t)(I.S′).
Then, N (I ) = in (I )|xn−d+2,...,xn=xn−d+1 .
Proof. Observe that given xα = xα00 · · · xαnn ∈ S, the leading term of the polynomial Ψ(t)(xα) ∈
S′ is T xα00 · · · xαn−dn−d xαn−d+1+···+αnn−d+1 where T = (t d(d−1)2 )
αn−d+2 . . . (td−1)αn ∈ K (t) \ {0}. 
Proposition 1.5. Let I ⊂ S be a homogeneous ideal such that K [xn−d+1, . . . , xn] is a Noether
normalization of S/I . Suppose that the following three conditions hold:
(1) For all f ∈ G which is not a monomial, (in ( f ))∗ = 1.
(2) ∀ f, g ∈ G, either (in ( f ))∗ divides (in (g))∗, or (in (g))∗ divides (in ( f ))∗.
(3) ∀ f, g ∈ G, if gcd(in ( f ), in (g)) 6= 1 and if the S-polynomial of f and g, S( f, g), is not zero,
then (in ( f ))∗ = (in (g))∗ = 1 and there exist h ∈ G and q ∈ S \ {0} such that S( f, g) = qh.
Then, N (I ) = in (I )|xn−d+2,...,xn=xn−d+1 .
Proof. If in (I ) is of nested type, the result follows from Lemma 1.2. Suppose now that in (I )
is not of nested type. Condition (1) clearly implies that Lemma 1.4 (1) holds. In order to prove
that Lemma 1.4 (2) is also satisfied, take f, g ∈ G. We shall have succeeded if we show that
S(Ψ(t)( f ),Ψ(t)(g)) reduces to zero modulo the set H := {Ψ(t)( f ); f ∈ G} by Cox et al.
(1997, Thm 3 p.101); see also Buchberger (1970).
We first assume that gcd(in ( f ), in (g)) = 1. Then,
S( f, g) = xα f − xα′g = q1 f + q2g,
for xα = in (g), xα′ = in ( f ), q1 = in (g) − g, and q2 = f − in ( f ). Moreover,
either xα or xα
′
does not involve xn−d+1, . . . , xn . Otherwise, (in ( f ))∗ 6= 1, (in (g))∗ 6= 1,
and gcd(in ( f ), in (g)) 6= 1 by (2). Thus, assume, for example, that xα′ does not involve
xn−d+1, . . . , xn . Applying Ψ(t) to the above relation, one gets that
Ψ(t)(xα)Ψ(t)( f )− xα′Ψ(t)(g) = Ψ(t)(q1)Ψ(t)( f )+Ψ(t)(q2)Ψ(t)(g).
Since Ψ(t)(xα) = Axγ + P for some A ∈ K (t) \ {0} and P ∈ S′ where xγ = in (Ψ(t)(xα)), one
has that
AxγΨ(t)( f )− xα′Ψ(t)(g) = (Ψ(t)(q1)− P)Ψ(t)( f )+Ψ(t)(q2)Ψ(t)(g).
Let us prove that the left hand side of this equality is S(Ψ(t)( f ),Ψ(t)(g)). Observe that
in (Ψ(t)( f )) = in (Ψ(t)(xα′)) = xα′ (the first equality holds because one already knows
that condition (1) in Lemma 1.4 is satisfied, and the second because xα
′
does not involve
xn−d+2, . . . , xn). Moreover, in (Ψ(t)(g)) = in (Ψ(t)(xα)) = xγ . As observed in the proof
of Lemma 1.4, xγ is obtained from xα by substituting xn−d+1 for xn−d+2, . . . , xn . Since
gcd(xα, xα
′
) = 1 and xα′ does not involve xn−d+1, one has that gcd(xγ , xα′) = 1 and hence,
the left hand side of the equality is S(Ψ(t)( f ),Ψ(t)(g)).
Let us show now that the equality
S(Ψ(t)( f ),Ψ(t)(g)) = (Ψ(t)(q1)− P)Ψ(t)( f )+Ψ(t)(q2)Ψ(t)(g)
implies that S(Ψ(t)( f ),Ψ(t)(g)) reduces to zero modulo H. Setting q ′1 := Ψ(t)(q1) − P ,
q ′2 := Ψ(t)(q2), f ′ := Ψ(t)( f ) and g′ := Ψ(t)(g), we will be done if we show that
in (q ′1 f ′) 6= in (q ′2g′). Suppose that in (q ′1 f ′) = in (q ′2g′). Then, xα
′
divides in (q ′2)xγ , and since
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gcd(xγ , xα
′
) = 1, this implies that xα′ divides in (q ′2) = in (Ψ(t)( f − in ( f ))). Thus, there exists
a term in f , say xν , xν 6= in ( f ) such that xα′ divides one term of Ψ(t)(xν). Since xα′ does not
involve xn−d+1, . . . , xn , this implies that xα
′
divides xν , a contradiction since xα
′ = in ( f ) and
xν 6= in ( f ) is a term in f .
Assume now that gcd(in ( f ), in (g)) 6= 1. Denoting by xα2 := (in ( f ))∗ and xα′2 :=
(in (g))∗, one has that in ( f ) = xα1xα2 and in (g) = xα′1xα′2 where xα1 and xα′1 do not
involve xn−d+1, . . . , xn . By (2), one can assume that xα2 divides xα
′
2 , i.e., xα
′
2 = xα2xα′′2 . Set
xα
′′
1 := l cm (xα1 , xα′1).




1−α1Ψ(t)(xα′′2 )Ψ(t)( f )− xα′′1−α′1Ψ(t)(g) = 0.
If xα
′′
2 = 1, we are done. Otherwise, Ψ(t)(xα′′2 ) = Ax |α′′2 |n−d+1 + P for A ∈ K (t) \ {0} and P ∈ S′








n−d+1Ψ(t)( f )− xα
′′
1−α′1Ψ(t)(g) = −Pxα′′1−α1Ψ(t)( f ).
Since one has in (Ψ(t)( f )) = in (Ψ(t)(xα1xα2)) = xα1 in (Ψ(t)(xα2)) = xα1x |α2|n−d+1 and
in (Ψ(t)(g)) = in (Ψ(t)(xα′1xα′2)) = xα′1x |α′2|n−d+1, the left hand side of the above equality is
S(Ψ(t)( f ),Ψ(t)(g)), and the equality is the division of S(Ψ(t)( f ),Ψ(t)(g)) byΨ(t)( f ). Thus,
S(Ψ(t)( f ),Ψ(t)(g)) reduces to zero moduloH in this case.
Finally, suppose that S( f, g) 6= 0. By (3), xα2 = xα′2 = 1 and there exist h ∈ G and q ∈ S
such that S( f, g) := xα′′1−α1 f − xα′′1−α′1g = qh. Applying Ψ(t) to this equality, one gets that
xα
′′
1−α1Ψ(t)( f )− xα′′1−α′1Ψ(t)(g) = Ψ(t)(q)Ψ(t)(h).
Since in (Ψ(t)( f )) = in (Ψ(t)(xα1)) = xα1 and in (Ψ(t)(g)) = in (Ψ(t)(xα′1)) = xα′1 , the
left hand side of the above equality is S(Ψ(t)( f ),Ψ(t)(g)), and the equality is the division of
S(Ψ(t)( f ),Ψ(t)(g)) by Ψ(t)(h). 
As a direct consequence of Proposition 1.5 and (Bermejo and Gimenez, 2005, Theorem 1.1),
one gets the following result:
Corollary 1.6. Let I ⊂ S be as in Proposition 1.5. Then:
(1) depth S/I = d − 1 provided S/I is not Cohen–Macaulay.
(2) reg (I ) = reg (in (I )|xn−d+2,...,xn=xn−d+1).
Remark 1.7. It is a well-known fact that depth S/I ≥ depth S/in (I ) and reg (I ) ≤ reg (in (I ))
in general and that the inequalities may be strict. Nevertheless, if I is as in Proposition 1.5, so is
in (I ), and hence depth S/I = depth S/in (I ) and reg (I ) = reg (in (I )) in this case.
We conclude this section with the following application:
Corollary 1.8. Let I ⊂ S be a monomial ideal with d = dim S/I . Suppose that the following
two conditions hold:
(1) ∀i , 0 ≤ i ≤ n − d, there exists ki ≥ 1 such that xkii ∈ I .
(2) ∀xα , xβ minimal generators of I , either (xα)∗ divides (xβ)∗ or (xβ)∗ divides (xα)∗.
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Then, depth S/I =
{
d − 1 if (xα)∗ 6= 1 for at least one minimal generator xα of I
d otherwise
and reg (I ) = reg (I |xn−d+2,...,xn=xn−d+1).
Proof. By Bermejo and Gimenez (2001, Lemma 4.1), condition (1) is equivalent to the statement
that K [xn−d+1, . . . , xn] is a Noether normalization of S/I . Since properties (1) and (3) in
Proposition 1.5 are satisfied for any monomial ideal, the result follows from Corollary 1.6 and
the criterion for Cohen–Macaulayness in Bermejo and Gimenez (2001, Proposition 2.1). 
Remark 1.9. The previous result implies that depth S/I and reg (I ) do not depend on the
characteristic of the field K when I is a monomial ideal satisfying conditions (1) and (2). Indeed,
I |xn−d+2,...,xn=xn−d+1 is a monomial ideal of nested type and hence, its regularity is characteristic-
free by Bermejo and Gimenez (2005, Remark 3.11).
2. The defining ideal of a projective monomial variety of codimension 2 and its regularity
In this section, K is an algebraically closed field, R = K [z, y, x1, . . . , xn] is the polynomial
ring in the variables z, y, x1, . . . , xn over K , and I (V) ⊂ R is the defining ideal of a projective
monomial variety of codimension two V ⊂ Pn+1K parametrically defined in terms of two vectors
b, c ∈ Nn and of the integer a = |b| = |c| as in the introduction. Set gcd{b} := gcd{b1, . . . , bn},
gcd{c} := gcd{c1, . . . , cn}, and assume without loss of generality that gcd{b} and gcd{c} are
relatively prime.
In Morales (1995), one can find an effective construction of I (V) based on an arithmetic
algorithm of very low cost. The input of the algorithm is (b, c) and its output is a set of binomials
that minimally generate the ideal I (V). This set of binomials is also the reduced Gro¨bner basis of
I (V) with respect to the reverse lexicographic order with z > y > x1 > · · · > xn . We denote by
G this Gro¨bner basis. We start this section by recalling this description of G (Theorem 2.1). Then,
we will apply the results obtained in Section 1 to get a formula for the Castelnuovo–Mumford
regularity of V in terms of the elements in G (Theorems 2.5 and 2.8).
Binomials M − N in I (V) such that gcd{M, N } = 1 are in one-to-one correspondence with
elements in the kernel of the homomorphism
Φ : Z2 → Z/aZ× · · · × Z/aZ, (s, p) 7→ ([sb1 − pc1], . . . , [sbn − pcn]).
Indeed, given (s, p) in the sublattice L := kerΦ of Z2 such that s ≥ 0, if r is the vector in Zn




zsxr− − y pxr+ if p ≥ 0
zs y−p − xr otherwise (1)
where r = r+ − r− is the unique decomposition of r as the difference of two vectors in Nn of
disjoint support, and xa stands for xa11 · · · xann for a = (a1, . . . , an) ∈ Nn .
Using the above correspondence, a minimal system of generators of I (V) is obtained
by Morales (1995) from a fan decomposition of L ∩ N2, i.e. a sequence of vectors
ε−1, ε0, . . . , εm+1 ∈ L ∩ N2 satisfying that two consecutive elements provide a direct basis
for L, and also that for all (s, p) ∈ L ∩ N2, there exists i ≥ −1 such that (s, p) = αεi + βεi+1
for two integers α > 0 and β ≥ 0.
Let us first recall how the fan decomposition of L ∩ N2 is obtained. A basis for the sublattice
L of Z2 is {(s−1, p−1), (s0, p0)} where p−1 = 0, s−1 = a/ gcd{b}, p0 is the smallest strictly
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positive integer p such that there exists an integer s with sb j − pc j ≡ 0mod a for every j ∈
{1, . . . , n}, and s0 is the unique integer s, 0 ≤ s < s−1, such that sb j − p0c j ≡ 0mod a for every
j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. An effective description of {(s−1, p−1), (s0, p0)} is given in Morales (1995,
Lemme 2.2.2). Computing gcd{s−1, s0} via the Euclidean algorithm with negative remainders,
we obtain a strictly decreasing sequence of nonnegative integers, (si )−1≤i≤m+1: s−1 = q1s0−s1,
s0 = q2s1 − s2, . . . , sm−1 = qm+1sm , sm+1 = 0. Note that qi ≥ 2 for any i ∈ {1, . . . ,m + 1},
and that
∀ i,−1 ≤ i ≤ m − 1, si+2 = qi+2si+1 − si . (2)
Define a sequence of integers (pi )−1≤i≤m+1 using the same recursive relation
∀ i,−1 ≤ i ≤ m − 1, pi+2 = qi+2 pi+1 − pi (3)
and with the initial values p−1 and p0 given above. Then, ε−1 = (s−1, p−1), ε0 =
(s0, p0), . . . , εm+1 = (sm+1, pm+1) is a fan decomposition of L ∩ N2 by Morales (1995,
Proposition 2.1.3).
For all i ∈ {−1, . . . ,m + 1}, consider the vector ri := (r1,i , . . . , rn,i ) where r j,i :=
(sib j − pic j )/a, ∀ j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. These vectors also satisfy the relation
∀ i,−1 ≤ i ≤ m − 1, ri+2 = qi+2ri+1 − ri . (4)
Reindexing the variables x1, . . . , xn if necessary, one may assume without loss of generality that
b1/c1 ≤ · · · ≤ bn/cn where we have set b j/c j := ∞ if c j = 0. In other words, one can assume
that the slopes of the lines D j ⊂ A2R of equation xb j − yc j = 0 are ordered increasingly.
This means that given i ∈ {−1, . . . ,m + 1} and j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, if r j,i > 0, i.e. if the point
(si , pi ) ∈ A2R is located in the lower halfspace defined by D j , then for all j ′ > j , one has
that r j ′,i > 0. If r j,i < 0, then for all j ′ < j , one has that r j ′,i < 0. Then, supp((ri )+) and
supp((ri )−), the supports of the vectors (ri )+ and (ri )−, are respectively of the form {ki , . . . , n}
for some ki ≥ 1 and {1, . . . , `i } for some `i ≤ n whenever they are not empty. Moreover,
∅ = supp((rm+1)+) ⊆ supp((rm)+) ⊆ · · · ⊆ supp((r−1)+),
∅ = supp((r−1)−) ⊆ supp((r0)−) ⊆ · · · ⊆ supp((rm+1)−). (5)
Let ν, respectively µ, be the greatest integer i such that supp((ri )−) = ∅, respectively
supp((ri )+) 6= ∅. As stated in Morales (1995, Lemme 3.3.i), one has
−1 ≤ ν ≤ µ ≤ m.
The elements of I (V) associated with the vectors (sν, pν), . . . , (sµ+1, pµ+1) ofL are involved
in G and we denote them as follows:
Gi := B(si , pi ) = zsi x(ri )− − y pi x(ri )+ , ∀i, ν ≤ i ≤ µ,
Gµ+1 := −B(sµ+1, pµ+1) = y pµ+1 − zsµ+1x(rµ+1)− = y pµ+1 − zsµ+1x−rµ+1 .
The following elements of I (V) will also be involved in G:
Fi,k := B(ksi − si+1, kpi − pi+1) = zksi−si+1 y pi+1−kpi − xkri−ri+1 ,
∀i, ν + 1 ≤ i ≤ µ, ∀k, 1 ≤ k ≤ qi+1 − 1.
Theorem 2.1 (Morales, 1995, The´ore`me 3.5). (1) If µ = ν and either pµ = 0 or sµ+1 = 0,
then V is a complete intersection, and G = {Gν,Gµ+1}.
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(2) If µ = ν, pµ 6= 0 and sµ+1 6= 0, then V is arithmetically Cohen–Macaulay but is not a
complete intersection, and G = {Gν,Gµ+1, Fµ,1}.
(3) If µ 6= ν, then V is not arithmetically Cohen–Macaulay, and




{Fi,k; 2 ≤ k ≤ qi+1 − 1}.
Example 2.2. Consider V ⊂ P3K the monomial curve parametrically defined by:
z = u1u8842 , y = u3261 u5592 , x1 = u8851 , x2 = u8852 .
Using the above notation, b = (1, 884), c = (326, 559) and a = 885. Moreover, p−1 = 0,
s−1 = 885, p0 = 1 and s0 = 326. The divisions with negative remainders that provide the
sequence (qi )i≥1 are:
885 = q1 × 326− 93, 326 = q2 × 93− 46, 93 = q3 × 46− 45,
46 = q4 × 45− 44, 45 = q5 × 44− 43 . . . , 3 = q47 × 2− 1, 2 = q48 × 1,
for q1 = 3, q2 = 4, q3 = 3, q4 = q5 = · · · = q48 = 2. One has that m = 47, and the sequences
(si )−1≤i≤m+1 and (pi )−1≤i≤m+1 are given by:
i −1 0 1 2 3 4 5 . . .
si 885 326 93 46 45 44 43 . . .
pi 0 1 3 11 30 49 68 . . .
Thus, ν = 0, µ = 4, and the vectors r0, . . . , r5 are r0 = (0, 325), r1 = (−1, 91), r2 = (−4, 39),
r3 = (−11, 26), r4 = (−18, 13) and r5 = (−25, 0). By Theorem 2.1 (3), V is not arithmetically
Cohen–Macaulay and the reduced Gro¨bner basis of I (V) ⊂ K [z, y, x1, x2] with respect to the
reverse lexicographic order is given by the following 10 binomials:
G0 = z326 −yx3252 ,G1 = z93x1 −y3x912 ,G2 = z46x41 −y11x392 ,G3 = z45x111 −y30x262 ,
G4 = z44x181 − y49x132 ,G5 = y68 − z43x251 , F4,1 = zy19 − x71 x132 ,
F1,2 = z140y5 − x21 x1432 , F1,3 = z233y2 − x1x2342 , F2,2 = z47y8 − x31 x522 .
Now, one would like to apply the results obtained in Section 1. First note that K [x1, . . . , xn] is
a Noether normalization of R/I (V). This comes directly from the parametric definition of V . It
can also be obtained from Bermejo and Gimenez (2001, Lemma 4.1) observing in Theorem 2.1
that the leading terms of Gν and Gµ+1 are pure powers of z and y respectively.
In Example 2.2, observe that the ideal I (V) satisfies condition (2) in Proposition 1.5 but does
not satisfy (1) and (3). Nevertheless, the ideal
I (V)|x2=0 = (z326, z93x1, z46x41 , z45x111 , z44x181 , zy19, z140y5, z233y2, z47y8, y68− z43x251 )
in R = K [z, y, x1, x2] satisfies all the conditions in Proposition 1.5. Since depth R/I (V) =
depth R/I (V)|x2=0 and reg (I (V)) = reg (I (V)|x2=0) because x2 is a nonzero divisor on R/I (V),
one gets by Corollary 1.6 that depth R/I (V) = 1 and that reg (I (V)) is equal to the regularity




z140y5, z233y2, z47y8, y68). This strategy works in general as the following theorem shows.
Theorem 2.3. Let V ⊂ Pn+1K be a projective monomial variety of codimension two. Then:
(1) depth R/I (V) = n − 1 provided V is not arithmetically Cohen–Macaulay.
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(2) reg (V) = reg (N (V)) where N (V) ⊂ K [z, y, x] is generated by the monomials obtained
by substituting x for all the variables x1, . . . , xn in the minimal generators of in (I (V)), the
initial ideal of I (V) with respect to the reverse lexicographic order.
Proof. Let us show that the ideal I (V)|xn=0 satisfies the conditions in Proposition 1.5. First note
that in (I (V)|xn=0) = in (I (V)) because xn is a nonzero divisor on R/I (V). Thus, K [x1, . . . , xn]
is a Noether normalization of R/I (V)|xn=0 by Bermejo and Gimenez (2001, Lemma 4.1). Let us
describe now the reduced Gro¨bner basis G′ of I (V)|xn=0 with respect to the reverse lexicographic
order. Note that every binomial in G given in Theorem 2.1 involves the variable xn in its
tail, except eventually Gµ+1 that does not involve xn when rn,µ+1 = 0. This implies that if
rn,µ+1 6= 0, G′ = {in ( f ); f ∈ G} and hence conditions (1) and (3) in Proposition 1.5 trivially
hold. Otherwise, G′ = {in ( f ); f ∈ G \ {Gµ+1}} ∪ {Gµ+1}. In this case, conditions (1) and (3)
in Proposition 1.5 are satisfied because the binomial Gµ+1 is the only element in G′ which is
not a monomial, its leading term is a pure power of y, and any other element in G′ involving y
does not involve x1, . . . , xn . In both cases, in order to check that condition (2) in Proposition 1.5
holds, one only needs to focus on the elements in G′ whose leading terms involve at least one of
the variables x1, . . . , xn . We shall have succeeded if we show that (in (Gi ))∗ divides (in (Gi ′))∗
for ν + 1 ≤ i < i ′ ≤ µ. Indeed, since s−1 > s0 and p−1 < p0, one deduces from the recursive
relations (2) and (3) that, for all i, i ′, −1 ≤ i < i ′ ≤ m + 1, si > si ′ and pi < pi ′ , hence
r j,i > r j,i ′ for any j , 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Using (5), this implies that for all i, i ′, −1 ≤ i < i ′ ≤ m + 1,
x(ri )− divides x(ri ′ )− , hence condition (2) in Proposition 1.5 holds. Thus, Corollary 1.6 applies
to I (V)|xn=0. Since depth R/I (V) = depth R/I (V)|xn=0 and reg (I (V)) = reg (I (V)|xn=0)
because xn is a nonzero divisor on R/I (V), the result then follows. 
Remark 2.4. By Remark 1.7, one can easily deduce from the proof of Theorem 2.3 that
depth R/I (V) = depth R/in (I (V)) and reg (I (V)) = reg (in (I (V))).
In order to get our formula for reg (V), we will use Theorem 2.3 (2) in conjunction with
(Bermejo and Gimenez, 2005, Corollary 3.17) which states that the Castelnuovo–Mumford
regularity of a monomial ideal of nested type is the maximum of the regularities of its irreducible
components. Recall that a monomial ideal has a unique irredundant irreducible decomposition;
see Villarreal (2001, Theorem 5.1.17). It is also well-known that the regularity of an irreducible
monomial ideal with minimal generators of degrees d1, . . . , dr is d1 + · · · + dr − r + 1.
When V is arithmetically Cohen–Macaulay, N (V) is a very simple monomial ideal by
Theorem 2.1(1) and (2). In this case, we get the following formula for reg (V) in terms of the
elements in G, the reduced Gro¨bner basis of I (V) with respect to the reverse lexicographic order:
Theorem 2.5. Let V ⊂ Pn+1K be an arithmetically Cohen–Macaulay projective monomial variety
of codimension two.
(1) If V is a complete intersection, denote by h0, h1 the elements of G. Then,
reg (V) = deg h0 + deg h1 − 1.
(2) If V is not a complete intersection, denote by h0, h1, h2 the elements of G where the leading
terms of h0 and h1 are pure powers of z and y respectively. Then,
reg (V) = max{deg h0 + degy h2, deg h1 + degz h2} − 1.
Proof. (1) Obvious.
(2) N (V) is equal to (in (h0), in (h1), in (h2)), and its irredundant irreducible decomposition
is (in (h0), in (h2)|z=1) ∩ (in (h1), in (h2)|y=1). 
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When V is not arithmetically Cohen–Macaulay, Theorem 2.1 (3) gives N (V) but it is a more
complicated ideal than in the previous case. The irredundant irreducible decomposition of N (V)
will be obtained as a direct consequence of the following lemma which is interesting in its own
right:
Lemma 2.6. For s ≥ 0, let α0, . . . , αs+2, β0, . . . , βs+2 be positive integers such that α0 > · · · >
αs+1 ≥ αs+2. Consider the following set of monomials
M := {zα0 , zα1vβs+21 , zα2vβs+12 , . . . , zαsvβ3s , zαs+1xβ2 , zαs+2 yβ1 , yβ0}
where v1, . . . , vs ∈ {y, x}, and assume that it is a minimal set of generators of the ideal
〈M〉 ⊂ K [z, y, x]. Set vs+1 := x, vs+2 := y, and define γ (i), respectively η(i), as the
least integer j ∈ {i + 1, . . . , s + 2} such that v j = y, respectively v j = x. Then, setting
Qi := (zαi , yβs+3−γ (i) , xβs+3−η(i)) for all i ∈ {0, . . . , s}, one has that
〈M〉 = Q0 ∩ Q1 ∩ · · · ∩ Qs ∩ (zαs+1 , yβ1) ∩ (zαs+2 , yβ0)
is the irredundant irreducible decomposition of 〈M〉, except if αs+1 = αs+2 when the component
(zαs+1 , yβ1) has to be removed in order to make the decomposition irredundant.
Proof. Set S := K [z, y, x] and P := 〈M〉. Note that K [x] is a Noether normalization of S/P .
This implies that P is a monomial ideal of nested type as observed in Bermejo and Gimenez
(2005) after Definition 4.2. Thus, the saturation of P , Psat := P : (z, y, x)∞, coincides with
P : (x)∞ by Bermejo and Gimenez (2005, Remark 3.3), i.e., Psat = (zαs+1 , zαs+2 yβ1 , yβ0).
Observe that if αs+1 = αs+2, this set of generators is not minimal and Psat = (zαs+1 , yβ0).
For all i ∈ {1, . . . , s}, denote by Pi the monomial ideal in S generated by the set
of monomials obtained by substituting zαi for the first i + 1 elements in M, i.e., Pi =
(zαi , zαi+1vβs+2−ii+1 , . . . , zαsv
β3
s , zαs+1xβ2 , zαs+2 yβ1 , yβ0). One has that
P ⊂ P1 ⊂ P2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Ps ⊂ Psat
and all these inclusions are strict. Now one can easily check that for all i ∈ {0, . . . , s},
Pi = Pi+1 ∩ (zαi , yβs+3−γ (i) , xβs+3−η(i))
where P0 = P and Ps+1 = Psat. Applying recursively the above equality, one gets that
P = Q0 ∩ Q1 ∩ · · · ∩ Qs ∩ Psat .
Finally, observe that if for some i ∈ {0, . . . , s}, one removes the 0-dimensional component Qi
on the right hand side of the above equality, the ideal on the left hand side will be modified, and
the result follows. 











(zksi−si+1 , y pi+1−(k−1)pi , x |(ri )−|)

∩ (zsµ , y pµ+1−pµ) ∩ (zsµ−sµ+1 , y pµ+1)
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except if sµ+1 = 0 when the component (zsµ , y pµ+1−pµ) has to be removed in order to make the
decomposition irredundant.
Proof. The ideal N (V) is minimally generated by
{zsν , zsν+1x |(rν+1)−|, . . . , zsµx |(rµ)−|, zsµ−sµ+1 y pµ+1−pµ , y pµ+1}⋃ {zksi−si+1 y pi+1−kpi , ν + 1 ≤ i ≤ µ s.t. qi+1 ≥ 3, 2 ≤ k ≤ qi+1 − 1}.
Observe that:
• Any minimal generator of N (V), except y pµ+1 , involves the variable z and one of the minimal
generators is a pure power of z.
• Any two minimal generators of N (V) have different degree in z except eventually zsµx |(rµ)−|
and zsµ−sµ+1 y pµ+1−pµ that share the same degree in z when sµ+1 = 0.
• No minimal generator of N (V) involves both variables x and y.
Thus, Lemma 2.6 applies to the ideal N (V) and the result follows. 
We get the following formula for the regularity of a nonarithmetically Cohen–Macaulay
projective monomial variety V of codimension two in terms of the elements in G, the reduced
Gro¨bner basis of I (V) with respect to the reverse lexicographic order:
Theorem 2.8. Let V ⊂ Pn+1K be a projective monomial variety of codimension two which is
not arithmetically Cohen–Macaulay. Consider the partition G = G1 ∪ G2 where G2 is formed
by the elements of G whose leading term involves the variable y. If G1 = {g0, . . . , gr } and
G2 = { f0, . . . , fs} where the elements in both sets have been ordered by decreasing degree in
the variable z of their leading term,2 one has that
reg (V) = max
1≤i≤r
{deg gi +max{deg f`(i), deg f`(i−1)}} − 2,
where `(i) is the least integer j ≤ s such that degz( f j ) ≤ degz(gi ) for all i ∈ {0, . . . , r}.
Proof. As in Theorem 2.5, we have stated our formula avoiding the use of the notation in
Theorem 2.1 in order to make it self-contained since G could be obtained using other methods.
Observe that, with notation as in Theorem 2.1, Fi−1,1 = Fi,qi+1−1 for all i ∈ {ν + 1, . . . , µ} by
the recursive relations (2)–(4). It implies in particular that Fi,1 = Fi−1,1 whenever qi+1 = 2, and
hence Fi,1 ∈ G for all i ∈ {ν, . . . , µ} by Theorem 2.1(3). Indeed, one has that
g0 = Gν, . . . , gr = Gµ, f`(0) = Fν,1, . . . , f`(r) = Fµ,1.
Thus, using Theorem 2.3 (2) the result will follow if we show that
reg (N (V)) = max
ν+1≤i≤µ
{degGi + max{deg Fi,1, deg Fi−1,1}} − 2.
In order to prove this formula, we first compute the Castelnuovo–Mumford regularity of each
irreducible component of N (V) obtained in Proposition 2.7 and then apply (Bermejo and
2 degz(in (gi )) > degz(in (gi ′ )) if 0 ≤ i < i ′ ≤ r , and degz(in ( fi )) > degz(in ( fi ′ )) if 0 ≤ i < i ′ ≤ s.
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Gimenez, 2005, Corollary 3.17). For all i ∈ {ν + 1, . . . , µ}, set Qi := (zsi−1 , y pi−pi−1 , x |(ri )−|).
One has that
reg (Qi ) = (si−1 − 1)+ (pi − pi−1 − 1)+ (|(ri )−| − 1)+ 1
= (si−1 − si + pi − pi−1)+ (si + |(ri )−|)− 2
= deg Fi−1,1 + degGi − 2 = deg Fi,qi+1−1 + degGi − 2.
Setting Qi,k := (zksi−si+1 , y pi+1−(k−1)pi , x |(ri )−|) for all k ∈ {2, . . . , qi+1 − 1} whenever
qi+1 ≥ 3, one shows as before that
reg (Qi,k) = deg Fi,k−1 + degGi − 2.
Thus, the maximal value of the Castelnuovo–Mumford regularities of the 0-dimensional
irreducible components of N (V) ⊂ K [z, y, x] is A − 2 for
A := max
ν+1≤i≤µ
{degGi + max{deg Fi,k; 1 ≤ k ≤ qi+1 − 1}} .
Moreover, for all i ∈ {ν + 1, . . . , µ} and k ∈ {1, . . . , qi+1 − 1}, one has that deg Fi,k =
deg Fi,1 + (k − 1)(si − pi ), hence max{deg Fi,k; 1 ≤ k ≤ qi+1 − 1} is either deg Fi,1 or
deg Fi,qi+1−1, depending on the sign of (si − pi ). Thus,
A = max
ν+1≤i≤µ
{degGi +max{deg Fi,1, deg Fi,qi+1−1}}
= max
ν+1≤i≤µ
{degGi +max{deg Fi,1, deg Fi−1,1}}.
Finally, the result follows because the regularities of the 1-dimensional components of N (V) in
Proposition 2.7 are always smaller than A−2: on one hand, reg (zsµ−sµ+1 , y pµ+1) = sµ− sµ+1+
pµ+1− 1 and A− 2− (sµ− sµ+1+ pµ+1− 1) ≥ degGµ+ deg Fµ,1− sµ+ sµ+1− pµ+1− 1 =
|(rµ)+| − 1 ≥ rn,µ − 1 ≥ 0; on the other, reg (zsµ , y pµ+1−pµ) = sµ + pµ+1 − pµ − 1 and
degGµ + deg Fµ,1 − 2− (sµ + pµ+1 − pµ − 1) = sµ − sµ+1 + |(rµ)−| − 1 ≥ 0. 
Example 2.9. Let V ⊂ P4K be the surface parametrically defined by
z = u1u212 u163 , y = u251 u122 u3, x1 = u381 , x2 = u382 , x3 = u383 .
Computing the reduced Gro¨bner basis of I (V) with respect to the reverse lexicographic order,
one gets that in (I (V)) = (z38, z26y2, z14y4, z12x1, z10x51 , z8x91 , z6x131 x32 , z4x171 x62 , z2y6, y32).
Thus, V is not arithmetically Cohen–Macaulay by Bermejo and Gimenez (2001, Proposition 2.1).
One has in (g1) = z12x1, in (g2) = z10x51 , in (g3) = z8x91 , in (g4) = z6x131 x32 , in (g5) = z4x171 x62 ,
in ( f`(0)) = z26y2, in ( f`(1)) = z2y6, and `(1) = `(2) = `(3) = `(4) = `(5). Thus, by
Theorem 2.8, reg (V) = max{13+ 28, 13+ 8, 15+ 8, 17+ 8, 22+ 8, 27+ 8} − 2 = 39.
Remark 2.10. The formula in Theorem 2.8 can be formulated as follows: reg (V) + 2 is the
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Remark 2.11. When V is a monomial curve in P3K , the formula in Theorem 2.8 can be simplified
whenever `(i) = · · · = `( j) for i < j . Indeed, when this occurs, one has the following equality
that we will prove later:
max{deg gi , . . . , deg g j , deg g j+1} = max{deg gi , deg g j+1} (6)
and hence one can remove all the vertices that live outside the horizontal line in the previous
graph, except g1 and gr that live outside the horizontal line when `(0) = `(1) and `(r−1) = `(r)
respectively, and can not be removed. A similar result can be deduced fromBresinsky et al. (1994,
Corollary 4.1).
Equality (6) is proved using the notation in Theorem 2.1. Note that `(i) = · · · = `( j) for i <
j if and only if qν+i+2 = · · · = qν+ j+1 = 2. Moreover, qν+i+2 = · · · = qν+ j+1 = 2 implies that
max{degGν+i , . . . , degGν+ j , degGν+ j+1} = max{degGν+i , degGν+ j+1} because n = 2, and
(6) follows. Let us see an example.
Example 2.12. Let C ⊂ P3K be the monomial curve parametrically defined by
z = u1u4152 , y = u791 u3372 , x1 = u4161 , x2 = u4162 .
Computing the reduced Gro¨bner basis of I (C) with respect to the reverse lexicographic order,
one gets that in (I (C)) = (z79, z58x1, z37x21 , z21y5, z16x31 , z5y21, y37) . Thus, in (g1) = z58x1,
in (g2) = z37x21 , in (g3) = z16x31 , `(0) = `(1) = `(2), in ( f`(0)) = z21y5, and in ( f`(3)) = z5y21.









Then, reg (C) = max{deg g1 + deg f`(0), deg f`(0) + deg g3, deg g3 + deg f`(3)} − 2 = 83 by
Theorem 2.8 and Remark 2.11.
We finish this section with a consequence of Theorem 2.3, Proposition 2.7 and Theorem 2.8.
The first statement has already been observed by Peeva and Sturmfels (1998). The second,
together with Theorems 2.5 and 2.8, provides a formula for H(I (V)), the regularity of the Hilbert
function HI (V) of R/I (V), i.e., the smallest integer s0 such that for s ≥ s0, HI (V)(s) = PI (V)(s)
where PI (V)(T ) is the Hilbert polynomial of R/I (V).
Corollary 2.13. Let V ⊂ Pn+1K be a projective monomial variety of codimension two. Then:
(1) reg (I (V)) is attained at the last step in a minimal graded free resolution.
(2) H(I (V)) = reg (V)− n if V is arithmetically Cohen–Macaulay, H(I (V)) = reg (V)− n+ 1
otherwise.
Proof. Both statements are well-known when V is arithmetically Cohen–Macaulay so assume
that V is not arithmetically Cohen–Macaulay. First observe that the two statements are equivalent.
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Indeed, if Q(t)
(1−t)n+2 is the Hilbert series of R/I (V) it is well-known that H(I (V)) = deg (Q(t))−




R(−e2 j ) −→
β1⊕
j=1
R(−e1 j ) −→
β0⊕
j=1
R(−e0 j ) −→ I (V) → 0
is a minimal graded free resolution of I (V), one has the equality Q(t) = 1−(te01+· · ·+ te0β0 )+
(te11+· · ·+te1β1 )−(te21+· · ·+te2β2 ). Thus, deg (Q(t)) ≤ reg (I (V))+2 and equality holds if and
only if reg (I (V))+2 = max{e2 j ; 1 ≤ j ≤ β2}. This implies that H(I (V)) ≤ reg (I (V))−n+1
and equality holds if and only if reg (I (V)) is attained at the last step in a minimal graded free
resolution.3
Now observe that the ideals I (V) and I (V)|xn=0 share the same Hilbert function
because in (I (V)) = in (I (V)|xn=0) as observed in the proof of Theorem 2.3. Thus,
H(I (V)) = H(I (V)|xn=0), and since reg (I (V)) = reg (I (V)|xn=0) and depth R/I (V) =
depth R/I (V)|xn=0, we will be done if we show that one of the two statements (1) or (2) holds
substituting I (V)|xn=0 for I (V).
Let us show that reg (I (V)|xn=0) is attained at the last step of a minimal graded free resolution.
In the proof of Theorem 2.3, we show that the monomial ideal of nested type associated
to I (V)|xn=0 is in (I (V))|x2,...,xn=x1 . Thus, by Bermejo and Gimenez (2005, Theorem 1.2),
reg (I (V)|xn=0) is attained at the last step of a minimal graded free resolution if and only if
reg (I (V)|xn=0) = α+β+γ +1−δ where zα yβxγ1 is the least common multiple of the minimal
generators of in (I (V))|x2,...,xn=x1 , and δ is the least degree of the minimal generators of the colon
ideal (zα+1, yβ+1, xγ+11 ) : in (I (V))|x2,...,xn=x1 involving all the variables z, y, x1. The equality
reg (I (V)|xn=0) = α + β + γ + 1− δ is a consequence of the following facts:
(1) reg (I (V)|xn=0) = reg (in (I (V))|x2,...,xn=x1).
(2) reg (in (I (V))|x2,...,xn=x1) coincides with the maximal value of the regularities of its
irreducible components whose radical is (z, y, x1); see proof of Theorem 2.8.
(3) This maximal value is equal to α+β+γ +1− δ; see proof of Bermejo and Gimenez (2005,
Corollary 3.17). 
3. Bounds for the regularity
As an application of our formula, we give two bounds for the Castelnuovo–Mumford
regularity of projective monomial varieties of codimension two. The first one is a direct
consequence of Theorems 2.5 and 2.8:
Proposition 3.1. If V ⊂ Pn+1K is a projective monomial variety of codimension two which is
not a complete intersection, denoting by maxdeg I (V) the maximal degree in a minimal set of
generators of I (V), one has that
reg (V) ≤ 2maxdeg I (V)− 2.
3 Note that using a similar argument one can show that given an arbitrary homogeneous ideal I in a polynomial ring
R, H(I ) ≤ reg (I ) − depth R/I and equality holds if and only if reg (I ) is attained at the last step in a minimal graded
free resolution.
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Remark 3.2. When V is a complete intersection, the result is wrong in general. Indeed, the
varieties defined in (2)–(5) of Theorem 3.6 satisfy reg (V) > 2maxdeg I (V) − 2. The correct
bound that one deduces immediately from Theorem 2.5 (1) is reg (V) ≤ 2maxdeg I (V) − 1
when V is a complete intersection.
Our next theorem confirms the Eisenbud–Goto conjecture for the Castelnuovo–Mumford
regularity of irreducible projective varieties in the special case of projective monomial varieties
of codimension two. It has already been obtained by Peeva and Sturmfels (1998) for a larger class
of varieties, namely, projective toric varieties of codimension two. Before stating it, we give two
easy lemmas that we shall use in the proof of the theorem. The first one is easy and well-known.
Lemma 3.3. For any two integers p > 0 and q > 0, one has p + q − 1 ≤ pq, and equality
holds if and only if p = 1 or q = 1. In particular, p + q + r + s − 2 ≤ | p −rs q | for any strictly
positive integers p, q, r, s, and equality holds if and only if either p = r = 1, or p = s = 1, or
q = r = 1, or q = s = 1.
Lemma 3.4. For every i , −1 ≤ i ≤ m, degV = pi+1si − pi si+1 = | si pisi+1 pi+1 |. In particular,
degV = p0s−1, and a divides degV .
Proof. Denoting by C, respectively C˜, the curve in P3K defined by N (V)K [z, y, x, t], respectively
N˜ (V) := (N (V) : (x)∞)K [z, y, x, t] = (y pµ+1 , zsµ−sµ+1 y pµ+1−pµ , zsµ), one has degV = deg C
by construction of N (V), and deg C = deg C˜ by Bermejo and Lejeune-Jalabert (1999, Lemme 1).
Moreover, deg C˜ = #{(α1, α2) ∈ N2; zα1 yα2 /∈ N˜ (V)}; see the proof of Bermejo and Gimenez
(2000, Corollary 2.2). Thus, degV = pµ+1(sµ−sµ+1)+(pµ+1− pµ)sµ+1 = pµ+1sµ− pµsµ+1,
and the formula for the degree is obtained for i = µ. The formula holds for all i , −1 ≤ i ≤ m,
because {εi , εi+1} is a basis for the lattice L. In particular, for i = −1 one gets that degV =
p0s−1. Moreover, as a consequence of the definition of p0, gcd(b) divides p0, and hence a
divides degV since s0 = a/ gcd(b). 
Theorem 3.5. If V is a projective monomial variety of codimension two,
reg (V) ≤ degV − 1.
Proof. V is a complete intersection if and only if µ = ν and pνsν+1 = 0 by Theorem 2.1(2).
Since sν and pν+1 are the degrees of the two binomials Gν and Gµ+1 in I (V), one has
pν+1 > 1 and sν > 1. Using Theorem 2.5(1) and Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4, one gets that
reg (V) = pν+1 + sν − 1 < pν+1sν = degV .
If V is arithmetically Cohen–Macaulay but is not a complete intersection, Theorem 2.5(2)
implies that reg (V) = max{pν+1 + sν − sν+1, pν+1 − pν + sν} − 1 < pν+1(sν − sν+1) +
sν+1(pν+1 − pν) = degV .
Assume now that V is not arithmetically Cohen–Macaulay. By Theorem 2.8, if one sets
d(i) := deg Fi,1 + degGi − 2 and δ(i) := deg Fi−1,1 + degGi − 2, then
reg (V) = maxν+1≤i≤µ {max{d(i) , δ(i)}}, (7)
so we will obtain that reg (V) ≤ degV − 1 if we prove that for any i , ν + 1 ≤ i ≤ µ, d(i) and
δ(i) are bounded above by degV − 1.
If |(ri )−| ≤ pi − 1, then
d(i) ≤ si − si+1 + pi+1 − pi + si + pi − 3 ,
δ(i) ≤ si−1 − si + pi − pi−1 + si + pi − 3 ,
(8)
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and using Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4, one gets the expected inequalities:
d(i) ≤ | si−si+1 pi−pi+1si pi | − 1 = degV − 1,
δ(i) ≤ | si−1−si pi−1−pisi pi | − 1 = degV − 1.
(9)
Now assume that |(ri )−| ≥ pi . Then,
d(i) = deg Fi,1 + degGi − 2 = |ri − ri+1| + pi + |(ri )+| − 2
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Since Gν, . . . ,Gµ+1 are homogeneous polynomials, one has that
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∣∣∣∣ .
Since r j = (sb j − pc j )/a, one has that
∣∣∣∣si+1 − pi+1 r j,i+1si − pi r j,i
∣∣∣∣ = degVa (c j − b j ) for all i and j
















j /∈Ii c j =
∑
j∈Ii b j = 0, the supports of the vectors b and c defining V are disjoint
and so V is a complete intersection which is impossible. Thus, d(i) ≤ degV − 1. Using similar
arguments, one can check that
δ(i) = |ri−1 − ri | + pi + |(ri )+| − 2 ≤ degVa
∑
j∈Ii
(c j − b j ) ≤ degV − 1,
and we are done. 
Finally, we give the list of all projective monomial varieties of codimension two such that the
bound in Theorem 3.5 is attained.
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Theorem 3.6. A projective monomial variety V ⊂ Pn+1K of codimension two satisfies that
reg (V) = degV − 1 if and only if:
(1) either V is the nonsingular monomial curve in P3K of degree d, d ≥ 3, defined by z =
u1u
d−1
2 , y = ud−11 u2, x1 = ud1 , x2 = ud2 (the so-called Macaulay curves),
(2) or V is the complete intersection monomial curve in P3K of degree 4 defined by z = u21u22, y =
u31u2, x1 = u41, x2 = u42,
(3) or V is the complete intersection monomial surface in P4K of degree 4 defined by z =
u22u
2
3, y = u21u2u3, x1 = u41, x2 = u42, x3 = u43,
(4) or V is the complete intersection monomial surface in P4K of degree 4 defined by z =
u2u3, y = u1u2, x1 = u21, x2 = u22, x3 = u23,
(5) or V is the complete intersection monomial variety in P5K of degree 4 defined by z =
u3u4, y = u1u2, x1 = u21, x2 = u22, x3 = u23, x4 = u24.
Proof. We follow the proof of Theorem 3.5 to find the monomial varieties V such that the
inequality reg (V) ≤ degV − 1 is an equality.
We first assume that V is not arithmetically Cohen–Macaulay. By (7), d(i) = degV − 1 or
δ(i) = degV − 1 for some i ∈ {ν + 1, . . . , µ}.
• If d(i) = degV − 1 for some i such that |(ri )−| ≤ pi − 1, then |(ri )−| = pi − 1
because otherwise the inequality (8) in the proof of Theorem 3.5 would be strict. Then, by
(10), si = pi + |ri | = pi + |(ri )+| − |(ri )−| = |(ri )+| + 1 > 1 because i ≤ µ.
Moreover, pi > 1 otherwise |(ri )−| = 0, i.e., supp((ri )−) = ∅, which is impossible since
i ≥ ν + 1. Hence, by Lemma 3.3, it is necessary to have si − si+1 = pi+1 − pi = 1 so
that equality holds in (9). Set α j := r j,i − r j,i+1. Applying (10) to i and i + 1, one gets that∑n
j=1 α j = si−si+1+ pi+1− pi = 2. Since α j > 0 as observed in the proof of Theorem 2.3, this
implies that n = 2 and α1 = α2 = 1. In particular, V has to be a curve in P3K . Moreover, since
ν + 1 ≤ i ≤ µ, one has that supp((ri )−) 6= ∅ and supp((ri )+) 6= ∅, i.e., (ri )− = (−r1,i , 0) and
(ri )+ = (0, r2,i ). Using the same argument, if i +1 ≤ µ, then (ri+1)− = (−r1,i+1, 0) and hence
|(ri+1)−| = −r1,i+1 = α1−r1,i = 1+|(ri )−| = pi = pi+1−1. Thus, |(ri+1)−| = pi+1−1 and
by an easy induction, one gets that sk − sk+1 = pk+1 − pk = r1,k − r1,k+1 = r2,k − r2,k+1 = 1
for all k, i ≤ k ≤ µ. It implies that for any ` ≥ 0, si+` = si − `, pi+` = pi + `,
r1,i+` = r1,i − ` = −pi + 1 − ` and r2,i+` = r2,i − ` = si − 1 − `. These values for the
sequences correspond to the curve in P3K defined by b = (1, a − 1) and c = (a − 1, 1) with
a = pi + si ≥ 4. Conversely, if V is the curve in P3K defined by (1, a − 1) and (a − 1, 1) for
some a ≥ 4, then it is well-known that V is not arithmetically Cohen–Macaulay, that degV = a,
and that reg (V) ≥ maxdeg I (V) = a − 1 so, by Theorem 3.5, reg (V) = degV − 1, and we get
the curves in Theorem 3.6 (1) for d ≥ 4.
• If δ(i) = degV − 1 for some i such that |(ri )−| ≤ pi − 1, then |(ri )−| = pi − 1 and
si−1 − si = pi − pi−1 = 1, and we get the same curves as before by similar arguments.
• If d(i) = degV − 1, or δ(i) = degV − 1, for some i such that |(ri )−| ≥ pi , one has
by the inequalities d(i) ≤ degVa
∑
j∈Ii (c j − b j ) ≤ degV − 1 at the end of the proof of
Theorem 3.5, that degVa (
∑
j /∈Ii c j +
∑
j∈Ii b j ) = 1 for Ii = supp((ri )−), i.e., degV = a
and
∑
j /∈Ii c j +
∑
j∈Ii b j = 1. By Lemma 3.4, the first condition implies that p0s−1 = a and,
since s−1 = a/ gcd(b) by definition of s−1, one has p0 = gcd(b). The second implies that either
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j∈Ii b j = 0 and
∑
j /∈Ii c j = 1, or
∑
j∈Ii b j = 1 and
∑
j /∈Ii c j = 0. One the other hand, by




b j − p0
∑
j∈Ii
c j ≡ 0mod a. (11)
If
∑
j∈Ii b j = 0 and
∑
j /∈Ii c j = 1, (11) implies that −p0(a − 1) ≡ 0mod a, i.e. p0 ≡ 0mod a
which is impossible since 1 ≤ p0 = gcd(b) < a. If ∑ j∈Ii b j = 1 and ∑ j /∈Ii c j = 0, (11)
implies that s0 − p0a ≡ 0mod a, i.e. s0 ≡ 0mod a. Since 0 ≤ s0 < s−1 = a/ gcd(b), one has
s0 = 0, and som+1 = 0. In particular,µ = ν, which is impossible by Theorem 2.1 since V is not
arithmetically Cohen–Macaulay. Thus, for all i ∈ {ν + 1, . . . , µ} such that (−∑ j∈Ii r j,i ) ≥ pi ,
one has d(i) < degV − 1 and δ(i) < degV − 1, and hence the only nonarithmetically
Cohen–Macaulay monomial varieties V ⊂ Pn+1K of codimension two such that reg (V) =
degV − 1 are the Macaulay curves in P3K of degree ≥ 4.
Now assume that V is arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay, but is not a complete intersection
then, reg (V) = max{pν+1 + sν − sν+1, pν+1 − pν + sν} − 1 and assume that pν+1 +
sν − sν+1 − 1 = degV − 1. By Lemma 3.3, pν+1 + sν − sν+1 − 1 ≤ pν+1(sν − sν+1),
and by Lemma 3.4, degV − 1 = pν+1(sν − sν+1) + sν+1(pν+1 − pν) − 1, so one has that
pν+1(sν − sν+1) + sν+1(pν+1 − pν) − 1 ≤ pν+1(sν − sν+1). Since sν+1 and pν+1 − pν are
both nonnegative, one deduces that sν+1(pν+1 − pν) = 1, i.e. sν+1 = pν+1 − pν = 1, and
pν+1 + sν − sν+1 − 1 = pν+1(sν − sν+1), i.e., sν − sν+1 = 1 by Lemma 3.3 because pν+1 > 1
(recall that ν = µ, and hence pν+1 = degGµ+1). In particular, sν = 2 and pν + |rν | = 2 by
(10). Thus, pν = |rν | = 1, and one finally gets that V is the monomial curve in P3K defined by
(1, 2) and (2, 1), i.e. the twisted cubic. Conversely, the twisted cubic is arithmetically Cohen–
Macaulay, it is not a complete intersection, it has degree 3 and regularity 2. By similar arguments,
if we assume that pν+1 − pν + sν − 1 = degV − 1, we also get the twisted cubic. Thus, the
twisted cubic (i.e. the Macaulay curve in P3K of degree 3) is the only arithmetically Cohen–
Macaulay monomial variety V ⊂ Pn+1K of codimension two which is not a complete intersection,
and such that reg (V) = degV − 1.
Finally, assume that V is a complete intersection. Then, reg (V) = pν+1 + sν − 1 and
degV = pν+1sν , hence reg (V) = degV−1 if and only if pν+1 = sν = 2, i.e., I (V) is generated
by two binomials of degree 2. In particular, since we assumed that (b j , c j ) 6= (0, 0) for any
j ≤ n, any variable should appear at least in one minimal generator, and so n ≤ 4. Studying all
possible cases, one gets the four varieties described in Theorem 3.6(2), (3), (4) and (5). 
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